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H. Trln KINETICS OF ENZYME CASCADE SYSTEMS

General kinetics of enzvme cascades

Bn H. C. Hmmnn ^*o n. *. Hnmxnn

Laboratori,es of C oagulati'on B'i,ochemistrg an il C ard'i'oaascular
B,i,ochemi,cal Research, Departments of Haematology and' C ard'i'ology,

Un'i,uersity Hospital, Leid,en, The N etherlanil,s

The theory of the kinetics of enz;rmo cascades is doveloped. Two types of cagcades a,ro

rocognized, ono in which the products aro stable lopen casaad,es) and anothor in which tho

products are brokon down (damped, cascadesl. It is shown that it is a cha,rscteristic of a

iascade that the final product appoars after a certair.r lag phaso. Aftor 6his lag phase, tho

volocity of product formation can bo very rapid. It is shown that wherea,s opon cascadeg will

always show a complicated time-product relation, damped cascades can undor certain circurn-

stances resomble a simplo enzS;'rnic reaction. Bocauso the relation botweon tho ovor-all roaction

volocity in the 
"xl,finsic 

coagulation cascado and the concontration of any of tho proonz;rmes

in this cascado is a hyperbolic one, it is concludod that this cascado is of the damped typo

rather than tho open tyPo.

Tgn rncnrrcs ol a srNcr,E srE? ENzYMrc REAcrroN

Arr. enz5rme ca,scade can be defined as a sequential array of enz5rmic reactions in

which the product, of one reaction serves as the enzyme in the next. A discussion

of the kinetics of an enz5rme cascade ca,n best start with the consideration of a

single enzymic reaction. This subject, of course, can onJy be treated superficially

here. For a more d.etailed. discussion the reader is referred to textbooks (Dixon &

Webb 1965; Gutfreund 1965).
We can write an enzy'mic reaction as follows:

s3p (A)

and the most simple kinetic formula that can be thought of is found when there is

so much substrate that the reaction velocity is proportiona,l to the enz5rme con-

centration. In that case a : kE (t)

(o : reaction velocity; k : a constant; E : errzyme concentration).

This relationship is encountered- only under very special circumstances.

A more genera,lly applicable picture of the situation is given by the Michaelis-

Menten model, which depicts the state of affairs in an enz;zmic reaction as

k + ,  k + o

, *Ua_,r -E+P,  (B)

Mathematical evaluation of this model is best done with approximetions. The best
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known approximation is the so called Briggs-Haldane formula which gives u as

(B : substrate concentration) where

" '  r l  k*r)x* :Yn*  (3)

This formula is valid only under the following conditions
(a) S ) ,8. Computer simulation experiments (Hemker & Hemker 1967, un-

published results) have shown that the error introduced by tlr"is approsimation
will remain below Io/o as long as B > 30t.

(b) The'trans'ient phase' can be negl,ected,. The transient phase is defined as the
lapse of time immediately after the start of the reaction during which there is a net
synthesis of the erv,yme substrate complex.

(c) Ini,tial react'i,on uelocities are nxedsured. This means that durhg the period
over which the reaction velocity is measured, B does not drop considerably.

With respect to the question of whetherwe can maintain these assumptions in
the steps of the reaction systems we are interested in here, it must be remarked
that:

(a) The assumption S > ,E' is not a very realistic one, because rerr often we do
rrot even know whether a certain reactant should. be regarded as a substrate or as
an enzyme. On the other hand, we can be reasonably sure that either .S ) -0 or
,A > B, because one ofthe two reactants is the reaction product of the foregoing
step. We were able to show that under these conditions (Ilenrker. I{emker &
Loeliger ry65o) b a.r,q

': Kjfg;s (4)

which for the case in which E > S, reduces to

K , "ES' :  
#+E 

(5)

This is equal to the Briggs-Haldane formula except that S in the denominator is
replaced by,&'. This place in the formula is apparently reserred for the concentra-
tion of the reactant present in excess. If we define the substrate in an unorthod.ox
wa,y as the reactant that is present in excess, we can maintain the Briggs-Hald.ane
formula. But we should keep in mind that if we do so, rre do not differentiate
between the reaction schemes:

and

EL Et

Sr-> E, Sz+Zs
F DL t  p 2

,St+Pt Pr-> E"

(b) To neglect the transient state, which is the second assumption in the
Briggs-Haldane case, does not seem to be very realistic either. Although it is

(2)

A
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,:H#(r-e-u'),
b : Ir+L(K*+S).

4L3

ju-.tified in the majority of cases where the reaction is started by adding a fixed

amount of enz5rme at zeto time, in our systems we are dealing with enz5rme con-

centrations that change in time, and there is no good reason to assume that the

transient phase can be neglect'ed under these circumstances'

Gutfre'nd. (tg6S) gave a solution for the kinetics of the Michaelis-Menten model

providing ro"'"""ogtrition of the transient phase. with a small modification' this

yields th! *rralogue of the Briggs-Haldane formula valid for the transient phase

(6)

(7)where

Ilere we can recognize the Briggs-Halclane formula multiplied by a factor which

is 0 at, f : 0 and which will tend to become I when f grows large.

(c) The third assumption of the Briggs-Haldane treatment, i-e. the considera-

tion of initial reaction velocities, will have to be maintained because we can not'

yet, handie the mathematics if we discard it. Moreover, we know that' experi-

mental results do not force us to drop this assumption'

To summarize,wehave three formulae for the reaction velocity as a function of

reaction constants and concentration ofreactants in a one step enzymic reaction,

namelY: (o) u : kE, (1)

k * r E S(b) o:ff i ,  (2)

k_rE.q(c)  , : f f i ( t -e-ar ; .  (6)

It is evident that the more realistic the formula, the more complicated it becomes.

Trrn rrNnrros oF cAScADr sYsrEMS

The only thing intuition tells me when I try to visualize what happens in an

enzJrme cascade is that it will necessarily be quite a bit more complicated than

the kinetics of a single step reaction' This compels a thorough mathemat'ic in-

vestigation of the subject. The outcome of such a study will very probably be a

set of more or less complicated formulations (i.e. mathematical equations) that

are only of limitecl comfort to those-the author included-who try to investigate

the enzyme cascade system at the laboratory bench, unJess such equations &re

translated into terms that, can be checked at the bench. This is what we have fried

to do here.
In the first place, it should be recognized that there are actually two different

classes of cascad.e systems, which we will call the open and the damped cascades.
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(a) The olten cascad'e is the cascade as.originally proposed by Macfarlane.

Er
sr---+$z

i
o

sr+fa
I

ss+En 
"ro. 

(E)

(b) The il'uryted' cascad,e is a casoade in which each enz5rme is broken down as
soon a,s it, appears

Sr++z+Iz
I
I

S,4Fa.7Ig

Sr-484+I, 
"t". 

G')

From the standpoint of physiology, the damped t54re represents an interesting

case beceuse many active principles generated in cascades are known to be

inactivated.

Ki,neti,cs of the open mscan'e

The best thing to do seems to be to apply the most realistic formulae for the

reaction velocity of one step to each of the steps in the cascades. As you will see
later, this results in the most horrible and unhelpful formulae. We will therefore

discuss the results of applying the most, simple of the single step formulae first.

When an open cascade is triggered by the addition of a fixed. amount of enz5me at

zero time, the reaction velocity of the first step will be a1 : IqEy The concentra-
tion of the product of the first step will therefore rise linearly in time according to
the formnla' Prt : t1)t : tkrEr (8)

and., because the product of the first step is the enzyrne of t'he second step, it

follows that flzt: tlcrnt (9)

The velocity of the second step will therefore be

d,Pzldt : azt: kzuzt: tkLkzEL. (10)

Integration shows that the concentration at time f of the product of the second step
will be pzt: +tzlcLltzv.. (lI)

X'or a cascade of. n steps this becomes
m

Pnt :  $ln!)  t"ELn l t r .
i , :L

(r2)

So the course of product formation in an open cascad.e will be a higher degree cwve

of the tSrpe given in figure 1. Some important conclusions can be drawn from this

I
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rdrnple formula. Irr the fir'st place, the most important effect of a cascade is not
aa amplification but a triggering effect. Just as a sneeze can trigger an avalanche,
the fu addition of enz5rme triggers a bwst of product formation after a certain
incnbation time (see also Ilemker 1965).

the actual amount of product present at a given time is determined by aII the
multiplied reaction constants and. Er, that is by the term

1t1nt )E, i1kn.
t : L

'Frere is no reason to assume that this will be a big mrmber. When, for instance, all
tlm constants are smaller than one, we end with a very small number (figure 2).

time (arbitrary units)
Frorrnn I Frerrnn 2

Frcunn 1. Product, formation curves in an open cascado whei all reaction constants are unity.
The figures indicate the step number (za).

Freur,r 2. Product forrnation curvos in an open cascade when tho reaction constants differ
from unity. The figures indicate the step number (ri,). Solid lines:fr = 0.5; dashed lines
k = 2'0.

The conclusion must therefore be that a,n open errzylne cascade is an avalanche
rather than an amplifier or, with the model of a photomultiplier tube in mind, we
Sould perhaps call it a multiplier system rather than an amplifier.

When we calculated the formulae that would result if we started with & more
mlihiseicated formula for the one step reaction velocity, we found that, using the
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Appr,rcnrroN To rHE sruDy ox'BLooD coAcuLATroN

If you will return with me now to the laboratory, I will show you some experi-
ments concerning a complete cascade in which the concentration of each of the
reactants was varied separately. The cascade under study is the extrinsic blood.
coagulation system. This cascade consists of the proenzymes factor VII, factor X,
factor V, and factor II, and further needs phospholipids, Ca2+ ions and a still
poorly defined protein from tissue ('tissue factor'). The substrate ofthe last step is
fibrinogen, the product is fibrin (for full experimental details see Hemker & Muller
1968). The over-all reaction velocity in such a system is assessed by measuring a
clotting time; that is essentially the time necessary for a fixed amount of fibrinogen
to be converted into fibrin. A practical difficulty arises in these systems from the
circumstance that it is not possible to obtain plasmas that are completely devoid of
one specific factor. This difficulty is demonstrated by the fact that in a reaction
medium planned to be deficient in one factor, coagulation occurs when this factor
is zof added to the system if the system is provided only with tissue thrombo-
plastin (i.e. protein factor from tissue and phospholipids) and Caz+ ions. (The
clotting time then obtained is the so-called buffer value, foott.). The cause of this
reaction can be either that a small percentage of the factor planned to be absent
still is present or that another plasma protein functions as a stand-in for the
deficient factor. In the latter case the functional amowrt of the deficient activity
that is still present can be expressed as an equivalent concentration of the normal
factor. A firndamentally different explanation of the observation that a deficient
plasma still clots would be that a different reaction pathway takes over-one in
which the deficient factor is not required. A choice between these two possibilities
can be made on the basis of the following considerations:

(a) No alternative pathways are known when a system is deficient in one of the
factors fI, V, or X.

(b) (i) If an alternative pathway exists, it will be active when the deficient
factor is added but will be overshadowed by the activity of the main pathway.
The overall reaction velocity would then tre a result of the combined activities of
both pathways. The 'buffer time' is determined by the velocity of the alternative
pathway onJy. The velocity in the pathway under study (o"or..) can therefore be
found by subtracting the velocity giving the buffer time (uo,rtt.) from the over-all
velocity (ou*n.). If the coagulation velocity is defined as the inverse of coagulation
time, this gives:

ucotr. : ?"*p. -?boff . : Llt"- l/fnorr.. (26)

The correlation betweer o"or". and the concentration of the factor (C) that is rate

limiting in the pathway under study can then be determined experimentally.

When ?.o"r. of the extrinsic pathway was determined. in this way, we found no

comprehensible correlation between C and o"o".. (Ilemker et al. ry65a; I{emker,

Van der Meer & Loeliger ry65b).
(ii) When, how'ever, we &ssume that one pathway is operative but that, besides
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rhi am.ount of the 121s limiting factor added' (C), a certain untnown amount (-L)

r--,f th.e same factor was present in the reaction mirture, it will be clear that o""n. is

determined. by (c +L), whereas rorr. if determined. byz only. The nature of the

relationship between o and the concentration of the rate limiting factor would. then

be essentially the same, whether z'""0. is expressed. as a function of (C + L) or ?,buff .

as a function of L.The latter approach proved to be the more fruitful one' It could

be shorrn beyond aII reasonable doubt that the inverse ofthe concentration (C + L)

asairast 1/0""n. is a straight line (lineal regression coefficient 0'998 in the case of

fu.--tr, lI and factor YII d.eterminations estimated from 500 experimental points

each;. The same linear relation between factor concentration and coagulat'ion time

wa-q fould for factor V and factor X. It n'as not found in the intrinsic system, nor

rras it found when factors \|[I and X were varied simultaneously' X'actor I was

:horrn to be present in excess (Hemker et al. rg65a)'

This experimental outcome leaYes us with the problem that in all cases in the

ertrinsic blood coagulation pathway the relation between reaction velocity and the

concentration of the rate limiting coagulation factor is of the type

KES (27)' t :p :
K+S

i7 being an arbitrarY constant).
comparison with equation (2) shows that the over-all rea,ction velocity in the

esrrinsic cascade bears a relation to the soncentration ofeach ofits substrates that

perfectly imitates the relation found in a simple system. on the basis of the theo-

retical consid.erations given above, we must conclud.e that it is likely t'hat a damped

cascade is operative in ttris system. This, in combination with the results of other

esperiments lHemker, Esnouf, Hsmker, ss'art & Macfarlane ry67), led us to

po-.tulate the following reaction mechanism, which you will recognize as essentially

ih" .u-" as that proposed by Dr ]I. P. Esnouf (this volume, p. 269):

xI3zxu,
xa +v + phospholipid, ] prothrombinase + inactive prothrombinase,

Prothrombinase antithrombins

II 
- 

> thrombin--> inactive thrombin,

61r6.on"r, 
tt*f66"io

The hteraction of fibrinogen, thromfio, una fibrin shows some interesting features

rrhich cannot, be discussed here. For a more detailed discussion, see Hemker &

lluller (i968).
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